Impact of Medications on Cognitive Function of Persons with Alzheimer’s Disease: A Review for Practitioners

Abstract

Alzheimer’s disease is a neurodegenerative condition commonly accompanied by chronic comorbid medical conditions; therefore, it is not surprising that patients with Alzheimer’s disease regularly take various prescription and over-the-counter drugs. Since most of them are older, they are at greatest risk because of the number of medications, the physiological changes of aging and pathological changes of dementia. As a result, there is a tremendous need for practitioners to pay more attention to neurocognitive effects of drugs in this population. If possible, practitioners should attempt to select drugs that have no or less neurocognitive effects for these patients. One of the strategies can be an active involvement of pharmacists in various clinical settings to meet the special needs of this special population. In this article, the authors reviewed documented cognitive effects of commonly used drugs in various clinical settings, which can adversely affect already decompensated cognitive function of patients with Alzheimer’s disease.

Introduction

Alzheimer’s Disease (AD), which represents the most common cause of dementing disorders, is expected to impact 13.8 million individuals by 2050 [1]. In fact, a new diagnosis of AD will be made every 33 seconds by 2050 [2]. Marked by substantial morbidity, loss of independence, healthcare system implications, the predicted AD associated costs will rise to $1.2 trillion by 2050 [3]. Importantly, practitioners play an integral role in prescribing medications for this population, with inappropriate prescribing resulting in advancing rates of hospitalization, morbidity, and mortality [4]. Furthermore, clinical challenges to prescribing practice include polypharmacy, medical comorbidities, adverse drug reactions, age related physiologic changes, and lack of educational training [5-9].

AD is a gradual, progressive neurodegenerative condition commonly accompanied by chronic medical comorbidities including heart failure, ischemic heart disease, and diabetes [10]. Therefore, it is not surprising that AD patients regularly take various prescription and over-the-counter drugs. As a result, polypharmacy is frequently observed, which is implicated in advanced risk for adverse drug reactions, inappropriate prescribing, and drug interactions [11-13]. However, in reality, the focus must be on the appropriateness, effectiveness, and safety of the drugs in individual patients rather than polypharmacy itself [14]. Furthermore, progressive AD is implicated in deteriorating memory, executive functioning, and other cognitive function, which can lead to medication non-adherence and difficulty communicating concerns with associated provider [15]. Importantly, a recent study revealed that primary care related prescribing errors are highest in patients older than 65 [14]. As a result, practitioners should aim to develop appropriate prescribing habits to limit common, yet preventable medication related adverse events [16]. In this article, the authors reviewed documented cognitive effects of commonly used drugs in various clinical settings, which can adversely affect already decompensated cognitive function of patients with AD [16].

Factors Causing Adverse Neurocognitive Effects of Drugs

Aging

Aging is associated with critical physiologic changes impacting medication prescribing. Specifically, with age related advances in body fat percentage, lipophilic drugs, such as benzodiazepines, often accumulate and can subsequently result in drug related toxicity [17]. In addition, decreasing total body water, reduced lean muscle mass are associated with declining volume of distribution precipitating supratherapeutic plasma levels resulting in adverse drug reactions [18]. Lastly, decrease in brain mass, increasing permeability of the blood brain barrier and decreased cerebral blood flow are implicated in medication sensitivity in older population [19].

Changes in pharmacokinetics and pharmacodynamics

Additionally with aging, individuals differ both in the way their body handles drugs (pharmacokinetics) and in their responses to drugs (pharmacodynamics). Differences in their inter-individual variability of response may require alterations in the dose or dosing regimen in order to produce the desired results without undue toxicity or adverse effects to the patient. Alterations in drug metabolism are associated with adverse medication side effects in elderly adults. Specifically, the impact of pharmacokinetics, characterized by drug absorption, metabolism, distribution and excretion should impact prescriber habits [19]. For example, medication related side effects are precipitated in malnourished patients by reduced albumin levels,
resulting from advance free drug concentrations [20]. Additionally, pharmacodynamics or the bodily response to medications are altered by receptor sensitivities as well as reduced medication clearance [21]. For instance, decreased receptor sensitivity of beta receptors are associated with reduced therapeutic response to beta blockers [22]. Alternatively, increased receptor sensitivity to anticoagulants and calcium channel blockers can lead to medication response at reduced dosing [23]. Understanding the role of renal clearance is critically important for drug-related prescribing in elderly population. In fact, aging is associated with a reduced renal perfusion, resulting in a decreased glomerular filtration rate [24]. Additionally, non-uniform decline in renal plasma flow and associated glomerular filtration rate can have impact on medication dosing [25]. For instance, lethal adverse effects are associated with medications with narrow therapeutic ranges, including lithium, digoxin and associated aminoglycoside antibiotics [25]. Age related hepatic clearance is impacted by reduced hepatic blood flow and decreased hepatic mass [26]. In fact an estimated 30-40% reduction in perfusion and hepatic mass is anticipated with advancing age [26]. Additionally, phase I oxidative metabolism is compromised in elderly, impacting medications reliant on the oxidative CYP 450 pathway. With reduced first pass metabolism, plasma levels are increased, which can prompt effective medication responses with reduced dosing [27].

**Genetic polymorphism**

Genetic variations are implicated in the biotransformation or medication clearance from the body. As a result of sequencing studies, allele variants have been discovered, which involve Phase I oxidative metabolism, specifically CYP 450 2C, 2D6 in addition to Phase II acetylation [28]. In fact, CYP 450 polymorphisms can potentiate drug related side effects. For example, patients who are rapid metabolizers of CYP 2D6, which involves an estimated 5% of Caucasian population, may precipitate a reduced therapeutic medication response resulting from suboptimal dosing [29]. In contrast, adverse drug reactions often develop at therapeutic dose in individuals such as 2D6 poor metabolizers, particularly with use of antidepressants including tricyclic antidepressants and SSRIs [30].

**Identifying and Assessing the Neurocognitive Effects of Drugs**

Approaching medication related side effects in preexisting cognitive impairment represents a significant challenge in clinical practice. Patients may be unaware of any change due to their compromised cognition. Additionally, they may attempt to minimize or deny deterioration in, for instance, memory. Further complicated by limitations in processing speed and working memory, patients with cognitive impairment have reduced rates of medication adherence [31]. Additionally, complex medication regimens as well as the rate of polypharmacy are critical barriers to providing care [32]. Importantly, monitoring for acute drug related mentation changes is often difficult due to inability to establish baseline cognitive functioning. Therefore, provider communication and caregiver involvement are essential to describing recent care, as well as established mentation [33]. Generally, medication related neurocognitive alterations involve the extrapyramidal system, orientation, thoughts, perceptions, memory and executive functioning.

**Extrapyramidal functions**

Extrapyramidal symptoms, manifested by acute dystonia, akathisia, parkinsonism and tardive dyskinesia are often embarrassing and potentially disabling medication related side effects critical to prescribing practitioners [34]. Drug-induced extrapyramidal dysfunctions are important because they are typically reversible. Most commonly resulting from exposure to high potency typical antipsychotics or other medications, including calcium channel blockers and antiemetic agents are often implicated in represented movement disorders [34]. Clinically, antipsychotic use to aid in management of neuropsychiatric disturbances of dementia is complicated by the advanced risk of infectious and cardiovascular mortality [35].

**Orientation**

Assessment of orientation involves details including person, place, time and situation. An acute, fluctuating mentation, characterized by disorientation, altered consciousness and inability to maintain concentration are precipitated by the risk factor of cognitive
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**Table 1:** Medication impact of various drug classes in persons with Alzheimer’s disease.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Specific Drug Class</th>
<th>Clinical Impact</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Anticholinergics</td>
<td>Precipitates falls, advances cognitive burden, and leads to functional decline</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Advances memory impairments, and precipitates attention deficits</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Benzodiazepines</td>
<td>Advances rate of health morbidities, including fall risk, sedation, and deteriorating cognition</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Antipsychotics</td>
<td>Associated with FDA ‘box warning’ w/ concern for advanced mortality related to cardiovascular or infectious etiology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mood Stabilizers</td>
<td>Supra-therapeutic dosing increases risk of delirium, potentiates memory deficits</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Antidepressants</td>
<td>Anticholinergic burden advances memory decline, increase rate of delirium</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cardiovascular Agents</td>
<td>Advances risk of pseudo-dementia, functional decline, and adverse central events</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GI Agents</td>
<td>Increases rate of post operative delirium, tardive dyskinesia, dystonia, and pseudo-parkinsonism</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Respiratory Agents</td>
<td>Advances risk of associated delirium</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Steroids/NSAIDs</td>
<td>Precipitates delirium, and associated with GI/renal complications</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hormonal Agents</td>
<td>Potentiates memory and verbal/spatial fluency</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Advances risk for VTE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Opioid Analgesics</td>
<td>Prompts sedation and precipitates dose related respiratory failure</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vitamins/Supplements</td>
<td>Increases antiplatelet impact, and precipitates rises in intracranial pressure</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
impairment [36]. Furthermore, medications such as narcotics, benzodiazepines, antihistamines, antispasmodics and antipsychotics are often implicated in drug-induced delirium [37]. Specifically, anticholinergic medication is particularly harmful in dementia patients due to reduced acetylcholine levels [38].

**Thoughts and perceptions**

Sudden alterations in perceptions, including the presence of delusions, hallucinations or presence of disorganized thoughts in setting of no previous psychiatric history, should warrant further investigation for underlying medical causes [39]. Also, the patient can often experience psychotic symptoms as a result of medications, most commonly corticosteroids, antiparkinsonian drugs, anticholinergics and antiarrhythmics [40].

**Memory**

Routine scale administration, notably the MMSE, by the prescribing practitioner is critical to evaluate potential medication induced cognitive deficits, as well as establishing baseline comparison [41]. Although self-report is typically limited, caregiver input can familiarize the practitioner with current cognitive deficits [42]. A sudden deterioration from the baseline may warrant an association with recently started medications.

**Executive function**

Executive function refers to the ability to plan, set goals, organize and shift between tasks and to inhibit the tendency to distraction [43]. Particularly critical to medication management, dementia patients often require additional assistance to ensure adherence with a medication regimen [44]. Abnormalities in this CNS function is probably the accumulative effect of derangements in orientation, thoughts, perceptions and memory. Patient may not be aware of the difficulty with executive functions at all. Inquiries to the patient’s family and caregiver may eliminate this difficulty.

**Effects of Specific Drug Classes**

**Anticholinergic agents**

Anticholinergic burden in established cognitive decline can precipitate neurocognitive symptoms, marked by deteriorating memory and altered attention [45]. Influenced by baseline cognition, critical to the development of medication related side effects is the total anticholinergic burden [45]. Impacted by the vast array of medications with anticholinergic load, patients with cognitive decline often develop falls, functional deterioration and deteriorating cognition secondary to medication properties [46]. In fact, a recent study revealed that 10-25 % of dementia patients are currently using or prescribed medications with significant anticholinergic impact [47]. Therefore, the role of the practitioner should be to consider anticholinergic impact of prescribed medications and limit the use in established cognitive impairment [48].

**Benzodiazepines**

Benzodiazepine use in dementia patients is implicated in marked functional decline [49]. For instance, benzodiazepine use has been associated with increased rates of hip fractures, gait dysfunction, sedation and falls [49]. Additionally, long-acting benzodiazepines are implicated in development of delirium and worsening cognition [50]. Therefore, according to the 2012 Beers Criteria, practitioners are cautioned against the use of long acting benzodiazepines [51].

**Antipsychotics**

Neuropsychiatric symptoms, estimated to occur in 90% of AD patients during the disease course, present difficult medication decisions for practitioners [52,53]. Despite the current FDA ‘box warning’ regarding use of antipsychotics in dementia care, specifically with concern for advanced risk of infectious and cardiovascular mortality, prescribing patterns are relatively stable in the U.S, with nearly 25% of longitudinal patients in nursing home facilities receiving antipsychotic medications [54,55]. Associated side effects of use include functional decline, increased morbidity and mortality [55]. Particularly, low potency first generation antipsychotics have significant anticholinergic burden, orthostatic hypotension and can deteriorate cognitive functioning [56].

**Mood stabilizers**

Cognitive decline associated with anticonvulsant use has involved medications including primidone, phenytoin and Phenobarbital [57]. Advanced risk during use for potentiation of memory deficit and precipitated delirium has been linked to polypharmacy and supratherapeutic dosing [57]. Lastly, valproic acid has rarely been implicated in potentiating delirium secondary to elevated ammonium [58].

**Antidepressants**

Untreated depression in dementia patients is associated with reduced quality of life, declining function and cognitive decline [59]. With coexisting apathy, further complicated by presence of aphasia, dementia patients often underreport depressive symptoms [60]. Treatment of depressive symptoms should aim to limit potential anticholinergic activity, which occurs most commonly with Tricyclic Antidepressants (TCA), notably imipramine and amitriptyline [61]. In contrast, favorable medication profiles exist for sertraline, escitalopram and fluoxetine [61]. Overall, selective serotonin reuptake inhibitors rarely potentiate memory deficits or associated delirium [61].

**Antibiotic agents**

Antibiotic agents are often overused in the elderly, particularly in the patients with established cognitive decline. In fact, an estimated 44% of people in U.S. nursing homes with cognitive impairment received antibiotic treatments, despite minimal clinical criteria warranting treatment [62]. Furthermore, inappropriate antibiotic use is implicated in antimicrobial resistance, advanced treatment burden and reduced quality of life in patients [62]. Specifically, critical side effects, including neurotoxicity and encephalopathy are often associated with beta-lactam antibiotics and fluoroquinolones, complicated by reduced creatinine clearance in setting of altered neuroplasticity of the blood brain barrier [63]. Most commonly occurring to treat asymptomatic bacteriuria, providers are often limited by difficulty in expression of concerning symptoms by patients with advanced dementia [64]. As a result, it is increasingly evident that criteria for prescribing antibiotics be developed to limit unnecessary complications, as well as limit multi-drug resistant
organisms. Lastly, providers should consider the medication risks and discuss proposed treatments with associated caregiver prior to prescribing in this vulnerable population [64].

**Cardiovascular agents**

When treating a patient with cardiovascular agents, it is important to recognize the balance between reducing morbidity and mortality with regards to cerebrovascular and cardiovascular disease with the potentially detrimental effects of these medications on cognitive functioning. Specifically, reduced treatments of associated risk factors, including diabetes and hypertension can potentiate small vessel ischemia resulting in vascular dementia [65]. Among beneficial cardiovascular medications are ACE inhibitors, which are thought to reduce levels of angiotensin II, a potentiator of many inflammatory mediators. ACE inhibitors have also been shown to decrease mortality in congestive heart failure and improve insulin signaling in diabetes [66]. Additionally, a UK sub-study of the Study on Cognition and Prognosis in the Elderly (SCOPE) trial reported that treatment with an angiotensin receptor blocker reduced cognitive decline [67]. It is also important to remember to strike a balance between hypotension through overtreatment and hypertension, which can lead to cerebrovascular disease. Cardiovascular medications also have many neurocognitive effects. For example, even some individual patients studied with reduced doses of beta-blockers have shown to be at increased risk for pseudo-dementia [68]. Beta blockers are commonly used to decrease morbidity and mortality in regards to cardiovascular events and in congestive heart failure. However, it was shown in one study that elderly patients in nursing homes over 65 years of age prescribed beta-blockers had more functional decline in those with underlying cognitive impairment after MI, even while they still had mortality benefit [69]. Newer studies are suggesting that even in those patients without dementia, learning was shown to be slowed with administration of beta 1 selective blockers [70]. In fact, a large cross-sectional study in elderly treated with anti-hypertensive conducted in France suggests better cognitive functioning in those individuals receiving calcium channel blocking agents [71]. Alpha blockers, clonidine, methyldopa have all been shown to cause adverse central events, in addition to additional impact of urinary incontinence and bradycardia in the elderly. Alternatives to these include thiazides, ACEIs or calcium channel blockers [72].

According to the CDC, atrial fibrillation is the most common heart arrhythmia that is diagnosed. Its incidence is increasingly common in elderly populations, as are the medications that are used to treat it. It is also well established that people with atrial fibrillation are at increased risk for ischemic stroke [73]. However, the medications that are used to treat atrial fibrillation are not without their risks to the elderly in terms of cognitive effects and toxicity. Digoxin toxicity, as an example, is associated with CNS symptoms. In fact, even with normal digoxin levels, cognitive function may be affected and may be the only presenting feature in elderly populations. It has been suggested that due to decreased renal clearance in elderly persons, the maximum dose should be about 125 mcg per day [73]. In addition, other antiarrhythmics, including procainamide, amiodarone, quinidine, lidocaine and disopyramide have been associated with delirium [74].

There has been a long debate in recent years regarding the effects of statins on memory and cognition among prescribers. There is conflicting evidence regarding statins and effects on memory [75]. Many experimental studies have shown that cholesterol intake increases amyloid synthesis. Observational studies suggest a reduced risk of dementia in those taking statins. However, despite these promising findings, many prospective studies show no cognitive benefits for patients taking statins. There are also case reports that may suggest an association with cognitive impairment and statin dosing [75].

**Gastrointestinal agents**

Anticholinergic effects of anti-emetics have been shown to contribute to mild cognitive impairment in elderly adults, particularly with promethazine, metoclopramide and prochlorperazine. Serious CNS effects, including dystonia, pseudo-parkinsonism and tardive dyskinesia have been reported [76]. Persistent delirium associated with loperamide use has been documented [77]. In contrast, ondansetron has been suggested to improve cases of post-operative delirium in elderly orthopedic patients [78].

**Respiratory agents**

Current data is limited on the impact of inhaled corticosteroids on cognition. Specifically, a single case report demonstrated that budesonide-formoterol can precipitate delirium [79]. Azithromycin, on the other hand, is a commonly prescribed antibiotic for both acute treatment of community acquired pneumonia, bronchitis/COPD exacerbations and is even prescribed chronically for its anti-inflammatory properties by some pulmonologists. It has been associated with cases of delirium in elderly populations, particularly related to the extended half-life [80].

**Steroids and NSAIDs**

Steroids are the mainstay of treatment for many inflammatory conditions, including rheumatologic disease, inflammatory bowel disease and COPD exacerbations. The medication impact, which appears to be dose dependent on neurocognitive function, has been well described in many studies [81]. Even intra-articular steroid injections can precipitate delirium in case reports [82]. Specific to the treatment of inflammatory bowel disease, budesonide has decreased systemic absorption improving side effect profile in elderly [83]. The susceptibility of elderly populations to GI and renal dysfunction with NSAIDs has been well established. However, the effects of NSAIDs on cognition in the elderly are not well described [84].

**Hormonal agents**

Testosterone supplementation in elderly males has largely been avoided due to concerns with it increasing PSA levels and prostate cancers, representing a contraindication to starting supplementation. However, several studies have suggested testosterone as being neuroprotective in the aging male [85]. The estrogen/androgen combination supplementation may have a protective effect on memory and improve spatial and verbal fluency in post-menopausal women, although risk of venous thromboembolisms should be considered [86].

**Opioid analgesics**

Delirium is well known to be associated with opioids. It is probably
caused by the sedative activity of opioids and other toxic effects on the CNS [87,88]. In addition, they are highly associated with respiratory failure at elevated dosages. If at all possible, the dosage of opiate agents should be decreased over time in the aged population. Among the opioids, meperidine seems to be the most deliriogenic agent, possibly because of the long half-life and anticholinergic activity of its active metabolite [89].

Vitamins and supplements

There are many effects of vitamins and supplements with regards to drug interactions and toxicities. Many vitamins and supplements are not monitored and so definitive concentrations cannot be ascertained from dose to dose or brand to brand. However, because of recent surge of the public’s interest in vitamins, clinicians should pay attention to their neurotoxic effects. High doses of vitamin A, a fat soluble, may accumulate and be associated with the syndrome of increased intracranial pressure (Pseudotumor cerebri) [90,91]. Ginkgo biloba has been studied and is one of the more common supplements used specifically for memory enhancement. However, studies have shown that it may increase the effects of antiplatelet agents. Although not statistically significant, in the Gingko Evaluation of Memory (GEM) study comparing ginkgo biloba with antiplatelet agents, there were twice as many hemorrhagic strokes in the treatment group. Unfortunately, for most of the studies involving ginkgo biloba, fatty acids, vitamin B and vitamin E, results were inconclusive with regards to improvement or there were no significant differences found in the groups studied [92].

Strategies to Improve Drug-Induced Neurocognitive Effects

Prescribing in the elderly population is increasingly difficult secondary to lack of evidence based, validated guidelines of appropriate prescribing [93]. Previously, the medication appropriateness index has been noted to assist prescribers in detecting medication errors, but is frequently time-consuming during routine patient visits [94]. Additionally, the Beer’s criteria, for in which it is estimated that 40% of elderly are prescribed an inappropriate medication, is limited predictive validity with regard to patient outcome data [95,96]. Therefore, clinically useful prescribing guidelines are limited in current literature.

Role of Pharmacist

Pharmacists play in interval role in aiding appropriate prescribing in the dementia population. Specifically, pharmacy should aim to conduct medication reviews, as well as serve as a resource to assess clinicians with treatment decisions [97]. Additionally, pharmacists are interval to educating patients regarding medication administration, communications side effects, and ensuring understanding of drug regimen [98]. Furthermore, provider should incorporate pharmacists as essential treatment team members in an effort to promote patient satisfaction and treatment outcomes [99].

Role of Practitioner

Practitioners often are presented with challenges to prescribing in elderly patients including polypharmacy, medication interactions, lack of associated guidelines and medication non-adherence [100]. In the cognitively impaired, reporting of associated adverse side effects is limited. Therefore, provider should aim to involve caregivers to discuss treatment goals, as well as evaluate continued use of medications prescribed, as a way to reduce associated treatment burden [101]. In additional challenge to prescribers exists in adjusting treatment goals in the setting of end-of-life care decisions. Specifically clinical vignettes have shown to be a useful venue of clinical education [102]. It is critical that the prescriber be aware of existing prescribing guidelines and make use of continuing medical education [103]. Furthermore, prescriber should aim to reduce medication frequency of dosing, provide medication instructions and aim to simplify medication regimen. Lastly, the provider should target the lowest effective medication dose, avoid medications with extended half-lives and consider the efficacy of medication use related to potential for adverse drug reaction [104]. Inappropriate medication prescribing in dementia patients has been associated with increased health care utilization and advancing risk of morbidity and mortality [105]. With the aging population, the practitioner will face challenging clinical decisions with regard to caring for the cognitively impaired. Furthermore, proposing cognitive engagement in physical activity and associated brain exercises could help to decreased risk of developing dementia [106]. Lastly, further guidelines aiding in appropriate prescribing in the dementia population is critical to optimizing health related outcomes in this vulnerable population.

Conclusion

Patients with AD or other dementias are especially vulnerable to medication-related problems. Since most of them are older, they are at greatest risk because of the number of medications they take, the physiological changes of aging and pathological changes of dementias. Therefore, there is a tremendous need for practitioners to pay more attention to neurocognitive effects of drugs in this population. If possible, practitioners should attempt to select drugs that have no or less neurocognitive effects for these patients. Also, it is important to recognize the neurocognitive effects early on and develop reasonable strategies to reduce or eliminate them. One of the strategies can be an active involvement of pharmacists in various clinical settings to meet the special needs of this special population.
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